GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA STATE
(Police Department)
Office of the
Commissioner of Police,
Hyderabad City.
No.Tr.T4/3489/2016-2017

Date: 4 -01-2017.
NOTIFICATION

In exercise of the powers conferred upon me under section 21(1) (b) of
the Hyderabad City Police Act, I, M. MAHENDAR REDDY, I.P.S., Commissioner of
Police, Hyderabad notify, for information of the general public, that, in order to relieve
congestion, to maintain smooth flow of traffic and ensure public safety and order, in
connection with erection of the permanent barricading near RUB Malakpet for taking
up the super structure work from RP1 to RP4 for a period of (2) months, the above
route after barrication only 5.9 meters carriage way is available incoming side, and
4.3.meters carriage way is available for outgoing traffic purpose, it is not possible to
pump the heavy traffic on the both side, as such the following restrictions and
diversion will be imposed from 5 -01-2017 to 28-02-2017.
TRAFFIC DIVERSIONS.
1). All the Dist buses coming from Nalgonda Dist towards MGBS should halt at
Dilsukhnagar bust stop.
2) All the City RTC buses coming from MGBS, Chaderghat’X’roads towards
Dilsukhnagar will be diverted towards – Nimboli adda – Golnaka new bridge –
Moosarambagh - left turn to go towards Dilsukhnagar side.
3) The District RTC buses coming from MGBS will be diverted at Chadergaht rotary via
Chaderghat’X’roads
–
Nimboliadda
–
Amberpet
Golnaka
Bridge
Moosarambagh’X’roads to go towards LB.Nagar.
4). The two wheelers, Autos, Cars will be diverted at Lalazar Hotel- towards Under
Railway Bridge-Saifa Mosque Rotary- Saifa Masque- Azampura- Chaderghat X road.
5) All Dist RTC buses normally take Nalgonda X road will be diverted at MGBS out
gate –SJ Rotary-APAT-Dabirpura –Chanchalguda.
6) All City and other buses coming from Koti towards Nalgonda X road,chanchlguda
will be diverted towards Chadherghat rotary- MGBS out gate- SJ Rotary-APATDabirpura –Chanchalguda.
7) All the heavy vehicles PVT buses and all college buses will be diverted at
Chadergaht rotary via Chaderghat’X’roads – Nimboliadda – Amberpet - Golnaka Bridge
- Moosarambagh’X’roads to go towards LB.Nagar.
8). All Lorries, DCMs, Goods Trolleys, Tata AC vehicles are also restricted from
Chaderghat towards Malakpet RUB side, the said vehicles will be diverted at
Chadergaht rotary via Chaderghat’X’roads – Nimboliadda – Amberpet - Golnaka
Bridge - Moosarambagh’X’roads to go towards LB.Nagar.

SdCommissioner of Police,
Hyderabad City

GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
(Police Department)
Office of the
Addl. Commissioner of Police,
Traffic, Hyderabad.
No.Tr.T4/98/2017

Date: 04 -01-2017

Traffic Advisory
It is to inform that in view of on- going cable work from National Institute of Small
and Medium Enterprises, Yousufguda (Rehmathnagar) to Karmikanagar, Traffic is
diverted in the above route in order to relieve the traffic congestion, to facilitate free
flow of traffic, and for the safety of the common man from 07-01-2017 at 2200 hours to
16-01-2017 till 0600 hours for (10) days.
-:TRAFFIC DIVERSION IS AS FOLLOWS:-

1.

Heavy vehicles like RTC Buses and lorries coming from Ameepet, Maithrivam,
and Sarathi Studios, intending to go towards Sriramnagar,

Mothinagar and

Borabanda via Yousufguda Check Post, Rehmathnagar will not be allowed
straight at Yousufguda Basti towards Yousufguda Check Post. They will be
diverted at Yousufguda Basti towards Krishnakanth Park – Saibaba Temple –
Kalyannagar X Road (Signal) – proceed towards GTS Colony then take right
turn –then take left turn - proceed up to Rajeevnagar and take right turn
towards Mothinagar X Roads and take left turn towards Boraband Bus terminal.
2.

The following Buses i.e., 19Y/F, 9Y/F, 158 F/Y and 10Y/F (from Maitrivanam X
Roads to Borabanda) will have to take the above diversion.

3.

Traffic coming from Borabanda,
Mothinagar, Rajeevnagar, Sriramnagar
Towards Yousufguda Check Post will be allowed in the normal route .i.e via
Rehmathnagar.

4.

Traffic coming from Jubilee Hills Checkpost, Venkatgiri, and Krishnagar towards
Rahmathnagar will be allowed in normal route.

In view of the above, the general public and commuters may use above
routes as well as alternate routes in peak hours, in order to avoid inconvenience and
co-operate with traffic police till the restoration of road.

Addl.Commissioner of Police,
Traffic, Hyderabad.

GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
(Police Department)
Office of the
Addl.Commissioner of Police,
Traffic, Hyderabad.
Date: 04 -01-2017

No.Tr.T4/99/2017

Traffic Advisory
It is to inform that in view of laying of paver block CC Road at Pankha to MK Tea
Point, Boraband.

Traffic is diverted in above route in order to relieve the traffic

congestion, to facilitate free flow of traffic, and for the safety of the common man from
05-01-2017 at 2200 hours to 12 -01-2017 till 0600 hours for (7) days.
TRAFFIC DIVERSION IS AS FOLLOWS

1.

Traffic coming from Madhapur, Hi-Tech City, Ayyappa Society,

Site - 3,

N.R.Puram and Allapur, intends to go towards Borabanda Pankha, Mothinaga
and Erragadda, will not be allowed straight towards Borabanda at Sahel JK
point Café. They will be diverted into Sahel JK point Café, proceed up to Vasavi

Kanayaka Parameshwari Temple, then take right turn proceed towards PJ.R.
Statue (Borabanda Bus terminal) and join in the normal route.
2.

Traffic coming from Erragadda and Mothingar, intends to go towards Site - 3,
Allapur, N.R.Puram, Ayyappa Society Hi-Tech City and Madhapur, will not be
allowed towards Borabanda vegetable Market Road at Borabanda Pankha.
They will be diverted via., PJR Statue towards Keerthi Fashions, take left turn
towards MK Tea Stall then take right turn and joint in the normal route.

3.

Heavy vehicle like RTC Buses lorries and DCMs coming from Erragadda and
Mothingar, intends to go towards Site - 3, Allapur, N.R.Puram, Ayyappa Society
Hi-Tech City and

Madhapur will not be allowed towards Borabanda at

Mothinagar Junction. They will be diverted towards Sriramnagar take right turn at
J.K.Point Hotel proceed towards Peeli Dargha Raod – Site - 3 then take right turn
opposite to electric tower lane and proceed towards Hi-Tech City, Ayyappa
Society and Madhapur.
4.

Heavy vehicle like RTC Buses lorries and DCMs coming from Madhapur, Hi-Tech
City, intends to go towards Borabanda, Mothibnagar and Erragadda, may take
Site-3 road left turn opposite to electric tower and proceed towards Peeli Darga
Road up to J.K. Point Hotel then take left turn proceed towards (Sriramnar Road)
and join the normal Mothinagar Junction.
In view of the above, the general public and commuters using above

road are advised to take alternate routes in order to avoid inconvenience and cooperate with traffic police till the restoration of road.

Addl.Commissioner of Police,
Traffic, Hyderabad.

PRESS NOTE
CORDON & SEARCH OPERATIONS WITH GEO TAGGING TECHNOLOGY
South Zone police along with total of 200 police personnel of all ranks from

TSSP, CAR, platoons of Homeguards, SPOs today i.e. 05.01.2017 early morning from
05:00 hrs to 08:00 hrs conducted cordon & search operation with Geo Tagging
technology (Hyd-Cops application) in the limits of Falaknuma Division and Kalapathar PS
in view to curb menace of any unlawful activities and Law & Order disturbances in
the Old city conducted specified surveillance on the bad characters, Rowdy
sheeters and gangsters who are involved in heinous Murder cases.
This special cordon & search operation with Geo Tagging technology
applications. HYD-COPS application provided to all Police Officers, Patrol cars and
Blue Clots of Hyderabad City Police to check the MO offenders. In this application
and they can view the history of the offenders involved and arrested in criminal
case, his/her complete particulars including Aadhar card, Finger prints, Educational
qualifications, Photograph, Family particulars, associates/friends, latitude and
longitudes (coordinates) of his/her residence will be entered in a database and it is
kept available in the M.O offenders list in Hyd-Cops application that coordinates
and acts as a ready reckoner and facilitates for easy access to all the staff on
patrol duties with the help Google Maps to keep surveillance. By using the mobile
tab and location, wherever the patrol officer visit, the GPS based surveillance
indicates the location of criminals landmark on map with a pointer/tag within 500
meters radius of that location which makes it easy to identify him/her.
With the implementation of these technologies, pinpoint access on the
criminal can be done, wastage of time and manpower can be avoided, it can be
accessed by all the Police personal provided with tabs, bordering suspects and bad
characters can also be known and checked, unnecessary inconvenience to common
public can be avoided, identification of criminals is made easier as their photos and
all details are available. We can also locate the surroundings patrol vehicles and
Blue clots nearby and details of the concerned in emergency help or in any
circumstances we can also leave a buzz so that the officers nearby gets the
message and our location within that we are in need of their help.

In this special GEO Tagging Technology cordon & search operation (43)
offenders has been taken into custody to verify their complicities and current
doing. In which Yousuf Khan @ Border Yousuf the associate of Nayeem involved in
Koneru Ramulu Murder case Rowdy sheeter of Bhavaninagar PS, Mohd Asad @Asad
the associate of Ashwaq (Ashwaq is Absconding rowdy sheeter of PS Kalapathar
and associate of Ayub Khan) rowdy sheeter of Kalapathar, Mohd Habeeb Qureshi
@ Qureshi rowdy sheeter of Mirchowk PS and close associate of Ayub Khan. He
had Involved in the murder case of Manan Gowri (Advocate) along with Ayub Khan.
Total (29) Rowdies and (14) suspects were taken into custody and seized (03)
daggers, (16) vehicles without proper documents were also detained.
V. Satyanarayana, IPS
Dy. Commissioner of Police,
South Zone, Hyderabad.

